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One promising solution for renewable electricity over long distances is the realization of high 
voltage DC super-grids, but the management of fault currents remains an issue even if DC circuit 
breakers have emerged. Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SCFCLs) using REBCO tapes 
have proved their outstanding performances for fault current limitation on medium voltage AC 
systems and it is already demonstrated that these tapes can be produced in the necessary length 
for FCL applications. However, to realize advanced cost-effective REBCO tapes, first the 
characteristics of the tapes have to be improved further. The aim of European project FASTGRID 
(Cost effective FCL using advanced superconducting tapes for future HVDC grids) is the property 
improvement of the REBCO tapes in order to significantly enhance the electric field limit that 
leads to economical attractiveness of SCFCL for high voltage DC applications. High critical 
currents will help to reduce the cost as the absolute length of the tapes is reduced for a given 
design and the device size will decrease. Furthermore, the metallic stabilization layer has to be 
suitable for good electrical contact. However, for high electric fields, the thickness of the Ag 
coating has to be decreased to the minimum. The process and architecture developed on short 
lengths has to be implemented for the long length production.  
This presentation focusses on (micro-)structural and electrical characterization of THEVA tapes 
and shows promising results of structural and electrical homogeneity in combination with a high 
critical current density (> 1000 A/cm at 65K, self-field).  
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Advanced Conductor Technologies has been developing Conductor on Round Core (CORC®) cables 
and wires wound from REBCO coated conductors for use in power transmission systems and in 
high-field magnets. Over the last 5 years, the in-field performance of CORC® cables and wires 
has been increased to the level that they’ve become viable candidates for high-field magnets. At 
the same time, low-resistance cable terminations have been developed resulting in homogeneous 
injection of currents that now allow CORC® power transmission cables to operate at high 
currents in pressurized helium gas and enable demountable fusion magnets. An overview of the 
current status and future plans of CORC® cables and wires is presented, including the latest 
results of the 80 kA-class 6-around-1 CORC®-CICC that was tested in SULTAN. 
            A 10-meter long 2-pole dc CORC® power transmission cable system cooled by pressurized 
helium gas was successfully tested, demonstrating an operating current of 8,000 A at 50 K. 
CORC® Fault Current Limiting (FCL) wires capable of generating a voltage of 70 V/m within 
several milliseconds after an overcurrent event was introduced. No degradation of the CORC® 
FCL wire was measured after more than 100 faults in which the wire warmed up to room 
temperature within milliseconds. 
            CORC® cables and wires have reached a point where they’re viable conductors for fusion, 
accelerator and other high-field magnets. The next step in CORC® cable and wire development 
has recently been initiated where CORC®-based insert magnets are being developed. Several of 
these magnet programs will be discussed, including the development of canted-cosine-theta (CCT) 
accelerator magnets using CORC® wires and a CORC® wire insert solenoid that would generate 
about 3 T in a 14 T background field.  
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The use of any superconducting wire within an AC power system is complicated by the dissipative 
interactions that occur when a superconductor is exposed to an alternating current and/or 
magnetic field. This gives rise to a superconducting AC loss, caused by the motion of vortices 
within the superconducting material. In practical applications, a cryogenic cooling system must 
extract the resulting heat load in order to enable constant temperature operation, and this means 
a comprehensive understanding of the mechanism and magnitude of AC losses is extremely 
important to the design and development of new superconducting magnets and rotating 
machines. 
AC loss also arises when a superconductor is exposed to an alternating field whilst carrying a 
constant DC transport current. In this case, a DC electrical resistance is observed, commonly 
referred to as "dynamic resistance." This situation is relevant to many potential high-temperature 
superconducting (HTS) applications, including superconducting synchronous machines, NMR 
magnets and other unshielded DC magnet applications, and this dynamic resistance been 
identified as the underlying mechanism for HTS flux pump devices. 
 
In this presentation, a 2D numerical model implementing the H-formulation is used to calculate 
the dynamic resistance and total AC loss in a coated-conductor HTS wire carrying an arbitrary 
transport current and exposed to background AC magnetic fields up to 100 mT. The measured 
angular dependence of the wire, Jc(B,θ), and n value, n(B,θ), for the E-J power law representing 
the superconductor's electrical resistivity, are used as input data, and the model is validated 
using measured experimental data for magnetic fields perpendicular to the top surface of the 
wire, as well as at angles of 30º and 60º. The model is then used to obtain insights into the 
particular characteristics of such dynamic resistance, including its relationship with the applied 
current and field and the threshold field above which dynamic resistance is generated. 
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Recently, thanks to the great supports from government and strategic investors, significant progresses on the 
second generation superconducting tapes (2G-HTS) have been made in China, in terms of both materials 
upscaling and applications. In this talk, I will first give a brief summary of the R&D of 2G HTS wire fabrication, 
especially focusing on three major manufactures, Shanghai Superconductor Technology Co., Ltd. (SSTC), 
Shanghai Creative Superconductor Technology Co. Ltd. (SCST) and Samri. All these companies are using the 
IBAD substrates, but different REBCO layer deposition techniques. After several years’ R&D, these vendor are 
capable of offer high performance 2G-HTS tapes up to several hundred meters long. Some of the performance of 
the 2G-HTS tapes are comparable with those offered by the word-leading companies but with much lower price. 
In particular, SSTC co-established in 2011 with Shanghai Jiao Tong University has already commercially 
delivered the products to domestic and international customers, e.g., Chinese academy of science, Tsinghua 
University, SECRI, KIT, etc. So far, average Ic value (at 77 K, self field) of higher than 350 A/cm-width is 
achieved, while excellent superconducting performance of Ic exceeds 1000 A/cm-width at 4.2 K, 12 T due to the 
presence of instinct pinning centers. Moreover, an advanced lamination techniques have been developed in order 
to meet the requirements of mechanical performance for the practical applications. Additionally, in order to 
provide standardization procedures to characterize the superconducting performance on long-length 2G-HTS 
tapes for the manufactures and users in China, several efforts have also been made leading by National 
Standardization Committee. At the end of my talk, several ongoing and potential application cases based on 2G-
HTS tapes are also mentioned, such as magnet, fault current limiters and transmission cables. 
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   Sumitomo Electric Industries, Ltd. (SEI) has been developing silver-sheathed Bi2223 multi-
filamentary wires, DI-BSCCO.  The wires have been improved various properties in response to 
growing demands from application products and projects.  

For high magnetic field application, DI-BSCCO wires need to endure the intense hoop stress 
and maintain high engineering critical current (Je).  Lamination with Ni alloy tapes has proved 
to be a more feasible way to solve these challenges. Combination of the thin (30 m-thick) Ni alloy 
tapes and the lamination technique with “pre-tension” has significantly enhanced the mechanical 
properties of the DI-BSCCO wires.  For example, critical double bending diameter at room 
temperature ~ 35 mm, critical tensile stress at 77 K ~ 440 MPa, and critical tensile strain at 77 K 
~ 0.5 %.  The DI-BSCCO wires laminated with the Ni alloy tapes are commercialized as Type 
HT-NX (2015~).  In terms of more practical use, the high resistivity of the Ni alloy results in the 
generation of the high Joule heat at the joint.  The newly developed spliced structure 
successfully reduced the splice resistance without sacrificing the mechanical properties.  In this 
presentation, the detailed performances of the currently available wires and the updated R&D 
activities will be shown. 
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